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MASERATI QUATTROPORTE V8
Phil Ward
Inspired by the timed event back in the 1970s, it was
the dream of Club Piacentino Auto Moto Veicoli d’Epoca
(PCAE), and main man Claudio Casali in particular, to
recreate the hillclimb. The plan was to run it as an
untimed ‘dynamic’ concours, in this way anyone with a
suitable car could run at speed on the closed public
road without the need for a competition licence.
This being Italy, a large percentage of the entry are
Italian classics and the Italian car enthusiast is treated
to a wide variety of rare road and race machinery. The
250 strong entry is made up in groups that leave the
line in 30 second intervals. The first group is the ‘apri
pisti’ and is usually a mixture of modern and classic
cars run by the press or sponsors. In recent years Auto
Italia has been in the lead group driving something
from Maranello or Modena. This year it was Modena.
Having driven the new Maserati Quattroporte preproduction cars in Nice last year we were looking
forward to spending some time with the definitive
version. Maserati agreed to provide a V8 for us to show
off at Silver Flag and then drive up to Venice as part of
a travel story. When we arrived at the Maserati factory
the champagne coloured QP, looking very special, was
parked right outside the big glass windows of the main
building. What was even more special was that there
was a sign resting on the dashboard top that was
inscribed: ‘Per Auto Italia. Non Toccare!’

PCAE have got the event organisation off to a fine
art. The whole town of Castell’Arquato is given over to
the event and instead of having everything crammed
into the paddock area as in previous years, the
administrative functions are in separate areas along
with remote parking for support vehicles.
We were to be the first car up the hill behind the
course car, a GranTurismo S. Our formation slot was in
a side street adjacent to the start line where we
waited to be marshalled forward. As we relaxed in the
Maserati’s air-conditioned splendour, with the double
glazed windows keeping the heat and noise of the real
world at bay, I did wonder if this big limousine was the
right car for the job. The last time we completed the
climb it was in an extremely rapid bright red Ferrari
458. However, I need not have been concerned.
We were ushered forward to the start line. I lowered
the window to be interviewed by the commentator, a
guy I know well – a journalist from Quattroruote. The
heat and noise invaded the cabin, engines revving,
people shouting. Mental note: the noise suppression in
the QP is impressive. Pleasantries were exchanged,
Auto Italia was acknowledged, PCAE and Maserati were
honoured with superlatives. The window went up
again, all was peace and calm once more. The starter
raised the tricolore in readiness for our departure. I
pressed all the required buttons to release the twin
turbo V8 beast which, until that moment, had been
under employed wafting us along the autostrada. Left

Auto Italia has been supporting the Silver Flag hillclimb for more than
10 years. It has evolved from a local Italian club event to become a
truly international affair. For this year’s report we present opinions
from the participants’ as well as the spectators’ point of view
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foot on the brake, first gear selected. Right foot
hovering on the accelerator. My heart rate went up as
the flag came down. Avanti! The QP lifted up its skirts
and launched itself down the road. People waved.
Cameras flashed. Even with the windows up the growl
of the V8 was impressive. We hit the rev limiter three
times before the first kink. It was then that I realised
that the first chicane had been set up earlier than
before. Hard on the brakes and the big car rolled right,
left, right through the cones. Another 3km on the flat
with several chicanes and roundabouts until the 90˚
left in the town at Lugagnano. On the brakes, down the
box to second, swing left and then hard on the power
to the foot of the hill proper. Then it was 4km of
hairpins – some requiring first gear – lots of point and
squirt but the big Maserati held its composure and
whoosh, we were past the flag. We rolled into the
tranquility of the square up at Vernasca then parked
the Maserati and left it to simmer. We ordered a cold
beer and watched the classic cars arrive and fill the
town square with noise and colour.
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ALFA ROMEO GIULIETTA SPRINT
James Wheeler
It is Saturday morning, on an already warm and sunny
day in the last weekend of June, in the small and
beautiful town of Castell’Arquato, which is just south
of Piacenza in Italy. This is the 18th running of the
fabulous and non-competitive hill climb known as the
Vernasca Silver Flag. I first visited in 2007 to spectate
and I promised myself that I would be back to
participate. In 2010 I succeeded and had a fabulous
weekend in the 1963 Alfa Romeo Giulia Spider Corsa
that I owned until last year.
Entry to the event is becoming increasingly difficult
as it moves from a local Italian club event, to the well
publicised international event that it is now. To some,
the non-competitiveness of the hillclimb will put them
off, but to our benefit they are missing the point. Its
lack of rivalry is what makes it so special and friendly
and adds to the complete uniqueness of it.
Friday is a relaxed day of arrival, signing on and car
‘scrutineering’. The latter involves a charming man

ABOVE: Heart of the
matter. Maserati’s new twin
turbo V8 pushes out a
hillclimb munching 523bhp

TOP: James Wheeler
putting on the style in his
Alfa Romeo Giulietta Sprint
that he drove from the UK

checking that your car is present and attaching a small
medallion to the steering column. If only it was so
simple at Silverstone.
The overcast skies of the week decided to kindly
clear for our special weekend, leaving dry roads for the
three runs up the hill. Having approached the start line
in my 1957 Alfa Romeo Giulietta Sprint, with my wife
Laura beside me, the commentator introduces each car
and driver and waves the tricolore. Being car number
two, we had only been able to see the departure of the
event sponsors and your magazine editor in a new
Maserati Quattroporte, and all gave the clear
impression they were keen to get to Vernasca. Mindful
of the need that my Giulietta needed to transport us
reliably back to England, there were no squeaks from

our tyres as I accelerated briskly through the four
column gear change to the first chicane.
The chicanes were introduced a few years ago on the
long straight to limit the speeds of some of the faster
cars, as sadly Italy is becoming less immune to the
health-and-safety police. Although the event is for pre1973 racing cars, more modern machinery such as the
Le Mans ‘New Man’ Porsche 956 that regularly
participates are granted an entry at the organisers’
discretion. I am sure you can imagine the speeds that
could be (and often were) achieved in the heat of the
moment as its driver mistook the almost bend free
Castell’Arquato to Lugagnano Val d’Arda road as the
Mulsanne Straight.
After the 90˚ left hand bend in Lugagnano, where a
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large crowd of enthusiastic spectators had gathered,
the real fun begins as the full width of the twisty road
is enjoyed during the steep climb to Vernasca. The road
banks are scattered with people cheering and waving
and encouraging you to drive faster. Sadly, the 65bhp
of my mechanically standard and original Sprint
dictated that our ascent was going to be leisurely,
however hard I tried.
Arrival in the village square of Vernasca was
celebrated with an espresso and cold drink. The
downside of being an early car to leave Castell’Arquato
is that you do not get to see all the competitors roar
away from the start line, but the advantage is that you
get to see them all arrive in Vernasca, all excited after
their spirited drive. The screaming of the little engines
during the arrival of this year’s etceterini-themed cars
was incredible, and likened to a crowd of young school
children entering a sweet factory.
After a lovely lunch back in Castell’Arquato the same
enormously fun procedure of tackling the hill is repeated
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in the afternoon. I am sure some cars were faster with
the knowledge their drivers had gained of the course in
the morning, but I think the pasta Laura and I enjoyed so
much was making my car slower. Whatever the truth,
the two screaming Giulietta Sprints and Giulia GTA that
had passed us on the morning runs repeated the
procedure in the afternoon, the Sprints making it
painfully clear the difference the twin carburettor
Veloce specification makes to their performance.
The enthusiastic and jovial story and experience
sharing of the event that is enjoyed at the end of each
run in Vernasca, continued into the evening at the
incredible al fresco multi-course supper in the castle
square of Castell’Arquato. Those silly enough to shun
the queue of sensible people waiting for the minibus
ride from the car paddock to the square at the top of
the town (such as Laura and I) arrived at the tables
feeling uncomfortably hot and weary. After the meal
the fireworks were amazing, with a waterfall of sparks
cascading down the walls of the ancient tower and

ABOVE: Two glamorous
ladies retain their
composure as a full blown
Stratos lurks behind

ABOVE: Silver Flag
continues to select a
superb entry of wonderful
Italian machinery

“18th Silver Flag” being spelt out with sparks.
Sunday morning dawned with yet another clear blue
sky, and a final and thoroughly enjoyable run up the hill.
After yet another wonderful meal in a castellated
square and some prize giving, the thank yous and
good-byes were delivered and ecstatic participants and
spectators dispersed in the direction of their homes.
For Laura and I, that was a wonderful four day drive in
the Sprint through Italy and France back to London, a
journey the car had done many times before with its
previous and only other owner.
The Vernasca Silver Flag is a truly special event and
thoroughly deserves all of praise and awards that it
receives. My sincerest thanks go to the event organisers
for granting an entry to my car and for their faultless
and generous hospitality throughout the event.

ALFA ROMEO 2.2 Spider
Martin Hudson
I drove to Italy with my wife Marge in our Alfa Romeo
Spider and visited Silver Flag as part of an Italian
holiday. We stayed at the Hotel Arda in Fiorenzuola,
some two hours south of Milan by road and a hotel
popular with UK entrants and Auto Italia readers. The
hillclimb course starts in the nearby, beautiful old
town of Castell’Arquato.
This year the entrants were categorised into groups
namely: Turismo, Gran Turismo, Sports Cars,
Prototypes (both front- and rear-engined), Single
Seaters and Pre-war Cars.
The first group, Turismo, was comprised of small
Fiats from the 1950s, Alfa Romeo Giulia Sprints from
the ’50s and ’60s and a brace of ’60s Fiat Abarths. The
second group, Gran Turismo, consisted of cars such as
a Ferrari 212, AC Bristol, Ferrari 250 GT, Porsche 356,

Alfa Romeo Giulietta SVZ, Aston Martin DB4 and
Abarth OT 1300 – to name but a few.
Sports Cars in Group 3 varied from a 1932 Lancia
Artena Sport through to a 1962 Oscar GT2 1600
Zagato. Group 4 included a Ferrari 340 America, two
Jaguar C Types, Maserati A6 GCS Sport and Maserati
250S, all from the 1950s. Group 5 was mainly made up
of Fiats and Abarths from the ’60s and ’70s. Group 6
again included more Fiat Abarths, a Ferrari Dino 166P,
Porsche 906 and 110 and a very quick Dallara X1/9.
The next group comprised single seater racing cars
from the ’40s, ’50s and ’70s. The final group was made
up of historic racing cars such as a brace of Bugatti
35s, Alfa Romeo 6C, Maserati 8C, and a Le Mans
Bentley. These were just a few examples of the variety
of machinery running that weekend.
The event began on the Friday with the opening of
the paddock in Castell’Arquato to accommodate cars
from all over Europe for registration of the
participants. This continued on the Saturday morning
along with scrutineering until 10.00am followed by a
drivers’ briefing. The road was then closed to the
public at 10.30am. Wandering round the paddock, as
we did on both the Friday afternoon and again on
Saturday morning was, I have to say, a real delight. We
were able to see all the cars at close quarters, chat to
the owners, take photographs, and all in the very
relaxed atmosphere that makes this event so special.
The first run started at 11.00am with cars leaving
at 30 second intervals and roughly in programme
order, well it is Italy, so some were out of groups, but
all arrived at the finish in the end. They were then
brought back down the hill escorted behind an
official Maserati GranTurismo course car for our
lunch in Castell’Arquato. When the roads opened
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again after a couple of hours we were able to
change our viewing location.
The second run was held in the afternoon and the
general opinion from our viewing companions was that
this run was much quicker. I expect this was down to the
‘morning knowledge’ or maybe the local vino with lunch.
So in the afternoon we moved to a good position near
the finish, sitting on the grass slope and very enjoyable
it was too. Saturday evening was finished off with an
open air Gala dinner for the participants and their guests
in the old medieval square in Castell’Arquato, superb
food and company and very Italian.
Sunday’s run was a repeat of Saturday morning. This,
the third and final run, was followed by lunch in
Vernasca and the prize giving. Prizes are awarded for:
Best in Show for pre- and post-war cars, Best Ferrari,
Maserati, Alfa Romeo, Porsche, Coup des Dames, best
three Fiats, and so the list goes on. It’s not about the
winning, because there were no prizes for the fastest
cars as this is not a timed event. It was all about the
weekend, the participating and the passion.
Finally, forget about two metre high straw bales, (we
saw a dozen or so small bales around a road sign in
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Lugagnano), marshals by the hundred, and big
grandstands. Also you won’t find dozens of buildings
for corporate entertainment, car manufacturers’
structures or acres of stands and tents selling all kinds
of motoring related merchandise.
This is Italy where passion prevails, not the Euro,
Pound, Yen or Dollar, it’s all about the cars, the sounds
and just being there. You could stand on the start line
or alongside the road or, as we did, on a small terrace
of a bar in the little town of Lugagnano, or on the grass
slopes that line the hillside as the cars climb up to
Vernasca. Enjoy the atmosphere, the sights and sounds
of some of the most stunning competition cars we
have ever seen, simply magical! And it won’t cost you a
single Euro because spectator viewing is totally free –
apart from the bar bill.
So thank you Auto Italia for introducing us to a
wonderful weekend of motorsport. However, the
highlight of the event for us was the very quick ride we
had up the hill on the second run on Saturday
afternoon in a Maserati Quattroporte, driven superbly
by a well known motoring writer and magazine editor
and for that we thank you, we will be back! III

ABOVE: ‘Etceterini’ was out
force, a fine example was
this delightful Lancia Ardea
Pasqualin Parisotto

